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Abstract  

There's a big demand for activated carbon in Ghana, it's used for the country's  mining industry as well as in a 
multitude of other applications. Currently all activated carbon is imported despite the fact that the country has a 
large supply of agricultural waste that could be used for its production. This study focuses on  activated carbon 
production from oil palm kernel shells from the nations palm oil industry. 

Earlier research points to a set of specific conditions needed for the production. The pyrolysis process produces 
biochar from the biomass and the process is set to take place for 2 h at 600  °C after a initial heating of 10 
°C/min. The activation process then produces the activated carbon from the biochar and is set to take place for 2 
h at 850 °C with a heating rate of 11.6 °C/min.  

Two reactors are designed to meet the desired conditions. The reactors are both set up to use secondary gases 
from diesel burners to heat the biomass. The heating is accomplished by leading the hot gases in an enclosure 
around a rotating steel drum that holds the biomass. To improve the ability to control the temperature profile in 
the biomass two outlet pipes are set up on top of the reactor, one above the biomass inlet and one above the 
biomass outlet. By controlling how much gas that flows to each outlet both the heating rate and the stability of 
the temperature profile can be controlled. The secondary gas inlet is set up facing downwards at the transition 
between the heating zone (area of initial heating) and the maintaining zone (area of constant temperature). 

The two reactors are modeled the physics simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics. Reference operating 
parameters are established and these parameters, as well as parts of the design, are then changed to evaluate 
how the temperature profile in the biomass and biochar can be controlled. A goal area was set up for the profile 
in the biomass where it was required to maintain a temperature of between 571.5 and 628.5 °C after the initial 
heating to be seen as acceptable. Similarly a goal area was set for the biochar between 809 °C and 891 °C after 
the initial heating. 

It's found from the simulations that the initial design of the reactors work well and can be used to produce the 
desired temperature profiles in the biomass and biochar. Furthermore it's concluded that the initial design for 
the pyrolysis reactor can be improved by having the gas outlet pipe situated by the biomass inlet face 
downwards instead of upwards. The redesign improves the overall efficiency of the reactor by increasing the 
heating rate and maintained temperature.  

The evaluation of the operating parameters led to the conclusion that the secondary gas inlet temperature 
effects the temperature profile to a greater extent than the gas mass flow in both reactors thereby making them 
more energy efficient. The increase in efficiency comes with a drawback of more unstable temperature profile.  If 
the temperature profile becomes too unstable it will include temperatures that are too high or too low to be 
seen as acceptable. 

  



 

Sammanfattning 

Det finns en stor efterfrågan på aktivt kol i Ghana, det används dels i landets gruvnäring men även för en  mängd 
andra applikationer. Idag importeras allt aktivt kol, trots att landet har stora mängder restprodukter från 
jordbruk som skulle kunna användas för produktion av aktivt kol. Det här arbetet fokuserar på produktion av 
aktivt kol från oiljepalmskärnor från landets palmoljeindustri. 

Tidigare forskning påvisar en mängd specifika förhållanden som krävs för produktionen. Pyrolysprocessen 
producerar biokol från biomassa och som mål för processen sätts att den ska hålla 600 °C i två timmar efter en 
uppvärmningstakt av 10 °C/min. För aktiveringsprocessen som sedan producerar aktivt kol från biokolet sätts 
målet till att hålla en temperatur av 850 °C med en uppvärmningstakt av 11.6 °C/min. 

Två reaktorer designas för att skapa dom efterfrågade förhållandena. Reaktorerna värms av sekundärgas från 
dieselbrännare för att värma biomassan och biokolet. Värmningen sker genom att den värma sekundärgasen 
leds runt en roterande ståltrumma genom vilken biomassan flödar. För att kunna ha en bra kontroll av 
temperaturprofilen i biomassan så används två utloppsrör för gasen på reaktorernas ovansida. Genom att 
kontrollera gasflödet till respektive utloppsrör kan både uppvärmningstakt och stabiliteten hos temperaturen 
justeras. Sekundärgasens inloppsrör placeras på reaktorns undersida och riktas mot övergångszonen mellan 
uppvärmning och stabilisering. 

Reaktorerna modelleras i fysiksimuleringsprogrammet COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3b. I COMSOL simuleras driften 
och de parametrar som påverkar den evalueras genom att varieras mot ett referensvärde. Temperaturprofilens 
målområde i pyrolysreaktorn sätts till att hålla en temperatur mellan 571.5 och 628.5 °C för pyrolysen och efter 
uppvärmningen, om temperaturprofilen går utanför målområdet så klassas den som oacceptabel.  För biokolet i 
aktiveringsreaktorn sätts ett liknade mål till att det ska hålla mellan 809 °C och 891 °C efter uppvärmningen.  

Resultaten från simuleringarna visa att reaktorernas design fungerar som önskat och att dom kan producera 
dom önskade temperaturprofilerna. Det visas även att designen för pyrolysreaktorn kan förbättras ytterligare 
genom att sätta det främre utloppsröret för sekundärgasen på reaktorns undersida istället för dess ovansida. 
Förändringen leder till en effektivare värmeöverföring till biomassan samt höjer dess temperatur genom hela 
reaktorn.  

Analysen av driftparametrar som flöde och temperatur av sekundärgas, visar att dess temperatur påverkar 
processerna till en mycket större grad än dess massflöde. Genom att höja temperaturen kan flödet sänkas och 
hela processen blir mer energieffektiv, dock så leder det till en ökad instabilitet inom målområdet och om 
instabiliteten blir för stor så börjar temperaturprofilen gå ur målområdet. 
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Minor Field Study 

As part of this thesis a minor field study was conducted in Ghana. My colleague Viktor Thyberg and I traveled to 
the city of Kumasi in central Ghana to investigate the practical challenges that coincides with setting up a 
industrial scale production in the country. The main components of a industrial production are construction, 
energy, raw materials and logistics. This minor field study is then used indirectly in the decision -making while 
designing the reactors. As an example the production goal was set based on loose calculations of potential 
profitability based on material prices and wages.  

Construction 

We visited several small workshops in the city and found that they mainly had old equipment and where lacking 
in advanced tools. Most of the work was done by eye-measurements however the final quality of even complex 
geometries easily rivals what can be seen in modern workshops in Sweden. As such we have concluded that all 
construction work needed can be done locally. However the  lack of advanced measuring equipment (such as 
laser measurements) needs to be considered in dimensioning the reactors. Constructing the reactors locally 
could constitute considerable cost savings on transport and wages. As a comparison, metal workers in Ghana 
currently earn about 10% of their European counterparts (according to the people we asked).  

Energy 

Ghana suffers from an electricity shortage. We experienced several power outs on a daily basis during our stay. 
However to deal with this a large industry has grown up around backup generators. Nearly all commercial 
buildings we visited had some kind of diesel backup generator and advertisements for them aimed at businesses 
where commonly shown on local TV channels. We got the opportunity to talk to a electrical engineer  who works 
for one of Ghanas biggest gold mines and he informed us that several of Ghanas mines shut down every night 
from 6 pm to 10 pm in order to deal with the electricity shortage. According to the engineer these issues and the 
extent of their impact are rarely brought up externally as there is a fear of scaring off potential investors. As we 
are unsure as off how sensitive this information is we have opted to exclude the engineers name from this 
report. 

Due to the extensive industry around backup generators combined with the large availability of fuel, Ghana 
produced 80.000 barrels of oil per day in 2012 (U.S Energy Information Administration 2014), we are confident 
that a activated carbon plant could run 24 hours a day with the help of a sufficient backup generator. 

Raw Materials 

Ghana has many agricultural industries that creates byproducts. The two most common are sawmills producing 
saw dust and the oil palm industry producing palm kernel shells. These products are burnable and can be sold as 
energy sources. Heating is not an issue in Ghana as the country is warm at all times during the year, and 
therefore many of these materials go unsold. Palm kernel shells are produced in large palm shell plantations 
where the fruits are squeezed, the nuts cracked and the oil in the nuts squeezed as well. The remaining nut shell 
is then dried, packed in bags and sold. The price is between 50-100 dollars per metric ton, depending on 
company. 

  



 

Logistics 

The main roads in Ghana are in a bad shape and by all accounts unsafe at night (GOV.UK 2014 and interviewees 
with locals). During our visit we meet two men working for a British company in the oil industry who spent 
nearly two weeks waiting for equipment to get delivered from Accra to Kumasi (a 4 hour drive). However at the 
same time our local academic contact Dr. Moses Y. Mensah concluded that you can receive a package from 
Europe within 3 days from it being sent. Overall the opinions of the people we talked to about transport and 
logistics where fractured and as such our best recommendation on the subject would be to avoid long transports 
where possible, plan for deliveries to come as scheduled while maintaining a storage capacity that allows for 
longer delays. To ensure the supply of raw materials we would also recommend any larger production facility of 
activated carbon to be built close to a big supplier. 

Sustainability 

In this thesis two reactors are designed for the production of activated carbon. The reactors are set to use diesel 
as a heat source to pyrolyse and activate palm kernel shells from oil palms to activated carbon. Diesel is a fossil 
fuel and its combustion leads to carbon dioxide emissions that act as a greenhouse gas thus contributing to 
global warming. Furthermore fossil fuels are a finite resource making long term sustainable use impossible. 
Today almost all of Ghanas activated carbon is shipped in on large cargo ships from Asia where it most likely has 
been produced utilizing oil or natural gas as a heat source, as such the choice of using diesel for local production 
still gives a short term environmental gain. Currently oil products such as diesel are also heavily subsidized by 
the Ghanaian government making it a attractive option from a economic standpoint. In the long term it should 
be possible to replace the diesel with biodiesel or biogas. The reactors design doesn't necessitate a specific fuel, 
all that's needed is a high influx of hot gases, as such it could even be possible to run them on solar heated air if 
sufficient flows and temperatures are acquired. 

Palm oil is currently a highly controversial subject as the production requires a large amount of fertile land. This 
usually means that jungle is cut down to make way for the plantations and biodiversity is decreased. There is 
currently a initiative that works to draw up guide lines, rules and certification for sustainable production of palm 
oil in Ghana (RSPO 2014) so while the production remains controversial today there is a good chance that it will 
be sustainable in the future. In addition production of activated carbon from oil palm kernel shells shouldn't 
impact the palm oil production as it merely taps in on a byproduct that today usually goes to waste. 

The envisioned production line briefly outlined in the method section of this thesis has some issues with energy 
efficiency. As the biomass and biochar is heated and the reactions take place a lot of energy leaves each reactor 
unutilized. It is however possible to diminish this effect somewhat by linking the secondary gas exhausts from 
the activation reactor to the pyrolysis inlet thereby reusing the sti ll hot gases reducing the fuel consumption for 
the pyrolysis reactor. Furthermore the exhausts from the pyrolysis reactor could probably be used to produce 
the steam needed for the activation process. Another aspect that hasn't been investigated is the pos sibility to 
use the pyrolysis gases from the pyrolysis reactor to produce heat or electricity. While it should be possible to 
utilize them the scientific research on the matter is lacking in details and the best way to utilize them would 
have to be determined after running tests at a actual plant. 

While the reactors designed in this thesis are fairly small and have a low production rate of roughly 5-10 g/s it's 
possible to scale them up for a large scale production to cover the domestic demand. With a suffi cient 
availability of raw materials there is a big possibility that Ghana might one day find itself exporting activated 
carbon further contributing to the country's economic growth. As much of Ghanas current growth is fueled by 
exports of finite resources like oil and gold a domestic production of activated carbon could act as one of many 
steps needed to secure the sustainability of the nation's economy.  
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Introduction 

Background 

Ghana is situated in western Africa along the coastal line of the Gulf of Guinea. Ghana was created 
from the union of the British colony of the Gold Coast and Togoland. In 1957 Ghana became the first 
sub-Saharan colony to gain its independence. After 24 years of instability Lt. Jerry Rawlings seized 
control of the country in a military coup. Rawlings remained in power as an autocrat until 1992 when 
a new democratic constitution was approved, Rawlings proceeded to serve as president until 2000 
after winning two elections. The current president John Dramani Mahama has won the 2012 
presidential election and is poised to hold the position until 2017. (CIA 2014) 

Ghana's largest export products are gold and petroleum, corresponding to 32.8 % and 20.9% of the 
country's total exports during 2012 (Ghana Trade 2014). The country also has a large agricultural 
industry, producing cashew nuts, cocoa, coffee and palm oil. The agricultural industry employs over 
50% of the total workforce in Ghana and accounts for 21.5% of the country's total GDP per annum 
(CIA 2014). 

The mining industry require consumables to function. One of the most widely used consumables is 
activated carbon, which holds a share of 41.4% of the total expenses of consumables. During quarter 
2, 2009, only 0.045% of the activated carbon used in the mining industry was locally produced. The 
rest is imported from countries outside of Africa (UNEP 2010). Activated carbon can be created from 
byproducts of agricultural industry such as nut shells (Kim et al. 2010). These byproducts are 
produced locally and can be used for a native production of activated carbon. By increasing a local 
production, the mining industry can be less dependent on imports and the Ghanaian economy can 
grow. 

Drinkable water is also an issue in Ghana. According to the UN-Water (2013) country brief of Ghana, 
14% of the population lacks an improved water drinking source and 86% of the population lacks 
improved sanitation. Over 15% of the deaths in the country are caused by lack of good drinking water 
or sanitation. Activated carbon is commonly used as a water filtering agent to remove organic 
materials in water, thus reducing risk for diarrheal diseases (WHO 2014). Activated carbon is 
commonly seen as an expensive solution for treating water, but can be used as a temporary and 
mobile solution as it can be used to clean small quantities of water (ibid.). 

Aim 

The purpose of this study is to build a foundation for future work towards setting up a continuous 
production of activated carbon in Ghana. This is done by designing two reactors and simulating the 
mass and energy flows through them. Emphasis is placed on how the temperature profile in the 
biomass and biochar is affected by different conditions. In the simulation the following points are 
evaluated: 

 How do different geometry changes such as insulation thickness, inlet positions and 

secondary gas flows impact the processes? 

 How are the biomass and biochar temperature profiles impacted by changes in the flow and 

temperature of the secondary gas?  
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Pyrolysis 

Pyrolysis is a common method for refining organic materials. The method is based on chemical 
decomposition of a organic material when it is exposed to a high temperature. The process is often 
done at temperatures above the auto ignition temperature of the organic material and therefore 
requires an anaerobic environment to prevent combustion. The raw material for the  pyrolysis 
process consists of four main components. These four are fixed carbon, volatile matter, moisture and 
ash. Pyrolysis turns a considerable amount of the volatile matter and the moisture into gas while the 
fixed carbon and the ash stays as a solid residue (Motasemi & Afzal 2013). Some of the larger 
molecules from the hot gas can then be condensed into a liquid. In total the pyrolysis process 
produces three different products: A gas, a liquid and a solid residue. Aside from the release of the 
volatile matter the pyrolysis also has a secondary reaction known as cracking. This chemical reaction 
happens due to the high temperature and reduces large volatiles and char into small molecules, thus 
creating a larger gas fraction and smaller liquid and solid fractions (ibid.). 

One of the advantages with pyrolysis is that the process can be used to refine a wide variety of 
byproducts from other industries (Ferrera-Lorenzo et al. 2014). The raw materials can be anything 
that has a large amount of organic material such as waste treatment sludge, scrap tires, plastics or 
byproducts from agricultural industry. Different kinds of biomass byproducts from widespread 
agricultural industries are under investigation as these materials are often discarded or used as fuel 
with low efficiency (Kim et al. 2013). These biomass materials are called lignocellulosic biomass and 
are composed primarily of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin. These three have different 
characteristics and are composed of different fractions of the main components.  

Yang et al. (2007) has tested the pyrolysis characteristics of the three separately to gain a better 
understanding of how the parts react to pyrolysis. A thermo gravimetric analysis was used for the 
experiments to see how the separated components reacted to a slow heating process. Hemicellulose 
mainly decomposed at temperatures of 220-315°C and followed by cellulose at temperatures of 315-
400 °C. Lignin decomposed slowly over the entire testing spectrum of 100-900 °C.  

Yang et al. (2007) also examined the energy consumption of the pyrolysis. At temperatures below 
500 °C hemicellulose and lignin are exothermal and cellulose is endothermal. At temperatures over 
500 °C the results are reversed and hemicellulose and lignin are endothermal while cellulose is 
exothermal. The total energy consumption of the process is therefore difficult to define and varies 
with process temperature and raw materials. 

Process parameters such as temperature, residence time and heating rate severely change the 
quantity and quality of the different products from the pyrolysis (Ferrera-Lorenzo et al. 2014). The 
variety in parameters makes producing several high quality products simultaneously difficult and 
most processes have a singular focus product while the other two be come byproducts. Bridgwater 
(2012) has separated the different pyrolysis processes into five different modes, depending on what 
type of product that is the main focus: Fast and intermediate for pyrolytic liquids, carbonization for 
biochar, gasification for pyrolysis gases and torrefaction for fuel charcoal. 

Carbonization is in focus in this study as it is used to produce a maximum amount of biochar. The 
biochar is in turn used as a raw material for producing activated carbon. Carbonization is a very slow 
process with residence times of the solid residue spanning from an hour to over a day (Bridgwater 
2012). The residence time is required to be over an hour to allow the volatiles in the solid to be 
released in a slow manner which decrease the loss of fixed carbon due to secondary reactions and 
improve the porous texture of the carbon (Lua et al. 2006). An inert purging gas is also used often in 
this process to separate the volatiles from the biochar to prevent them from reattaching to the 
surface (ibid.). Temperatures of this process is often in the range of 400-800 °C and uses a slow 
heating rate as it also improves yield and texture (ibid.). 
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When producing a biochar to be used in an activated carbon, the pyrolysis parameters are optimized 
to attain a high yield of solid residue, a good quality of the biochar or a mix thereof. The quality is 
often measured in BET surface area, which is a quality measurement of activated carbon and 
measures how much contact area the carbon has. 

Lua et al. (2006) tested the optimal conditions for producing a precursor of activated carbon by 
changing variables systematically in the carbonization process and then activating the carbons using 
a high temperature activation process that remained unchanged at 900 °C during 30 minutes. During 
these trials the temperature was changed from 400-900 °C and an optimal temperature was found at 
600 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C/min and a residence time of 2 hours at full temperature. The 
results from the temperature variation experiment can be seen in table 1. The yield is steadily 
decreasing with higher temperatures and BET-area is increasing up to 600 °C and then decreases 
slightly. This later decrease can be explained by thermal depolymerization, which at high 
temperatures makes the sample melt and shrink and thereby decreases the textural characteristics 
of the char. 

Table 1.  Differences in BET-area and yield at different temperatures.(Lua et al. 2006)  

Temperature 
(°C) 

BET-AREA (M2/G) 
YIELD CHAR 

(WT.%) 
YIELD AC (WT.%) 

400 410 49.97% 30.47% 
500 480 40.64% 27.12% 
600 520 36.61% 26.88% 
700 500 31.19% 26.31% 
800 490 29.83% 25.85% 
900 460 28.74% 25.37% 
 

The temperatures produce a smaller difference in the yield of activated carbon than in the yield of 
biochar. The difference in yield of the biochar comes from the release of volatiles during the 
carbonization process. At lower temperatures, a substantial fraction of the volatiles is still bound in 
the residue char. These volatiles are later released during the activation process and a low fraction of 
volatiles are attained after the activation at all carbonization temperatures. At higher temperatures 
the yield of activated carbon decreases as well, but at a slower rate. This is caused by the decreased 
starting fraction of volatiles in the activation process, which gives a larger surface area of fixed 
carbons and makes it easier for more volatiles to be removed and carbon to be oxidized. After the 
activation the volatile content is approximately the same, with a content of 7.2 % at low 
temperatures and 5.7 % at high temperatures. (ibid.) 

Raw Materials 

Oil palms are grown in 43 countries on four continents, the two largest producers are Indonesia and 
Malaysia. In total 40 million metric tons where grown in 2012, out of which the two main producers 
contributed 85 % (FAOSTAT 2013). Palm oil is used for a number of different applications including; 
cooking, soap, makeup, lubricants and biodiesel (WWF 2013).  Oil palm plantations are controversial 
as considerable amounts of fertile land are used, which in turn decreases the local biodiversity 
(Wilcove & Koh 2010). 

In this study, palm kernel shells (PKS) are the chosen raw material for the process as it is a byproduct 
from the palm oil industry and is normally used as a low efficiency fuel (Kim et al. 2013).  Ghana has 
an production of oil palm, which yielded 122 000 metric tonnes during 2012 (FAOSTAT 2013). Due to 
the size of Ghana's palm oil industry these kernel shells exist in great supply and the byproduct is a 
well studied biomass material for use in pyrolysis processes. 
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When a pyrolysis experiment is performed, the raw materials are often tested by performing 
different analyses. The most common methods used are; elemental analysis, proximate analysis and 
chemical composition.  

Elemental analysis evaluates a raw material on the level of atoms. The results of this analysis show s 
the carbon content of the material, but it does not show which types of molecules are in the sample 
or which types of molecules are in the material. It is often used to find the content of sulfur, nitrogen 
and oxygen of a sample. (Encyclopedia Britannica Online 2014)  

Proximate analysis splits the raw material down into fractions of moisture, volatiles, fixed carbon and 
ash (Encyclopedia Britannica Online 2014). Results of proximate analyses from earlier studies of palm 
kernel shells are shown in table 2.  

Table 2. Proximate analysis of palm kernel shells from earlier studies.  

Content 
(wt.%) 

Lee et al. 
(2013) 

Kim et al. 
(2010) 

Kim et al. 
(2013) 

Husain et al. 
(2002) 

Ghani et al. 
(2008) 

Moisture 11.90 9.40 5.92 0 0 
Volatiles 66.80 82.50 71.31 76.30 72.50 
Fixed carbon 17.90 1.40 17.81 20.50 18.60 
Ash 3.40 6.70 4.99 3.20 8.90 
 

The results from Husain et al (2002) and Ghani et al. (2009) are in dry basis, which gives slightly 
higher results in the other fractions. Results from Kim et al. (2010) differ from the rest due to a low 
fixed carbon content and a larger amount of volatiles. Except for Kim et al. (2010), the results shows 
that the palm kernel shells have a volatile content of approximately 70 wt. % and a fixed carbon 
content of 18 wt. %. The ash content varies between 3-9 wt. % and consists of the inorganic elements 
of the biomass. Lee et al. (2013) compared several different common feedstocks using proximate 
analysis and showed that palm kernel shells has a relatively high fixed carbon content, which is 
derived from the large amount of lignin in the material. As fixed carbon is the main component for 
production of activated carbon, a high content is required for a high yield. A material with a low ash 
content is also sought when producing activated carbon, as ash stays in the char but adds nothing to 
the finished product as the ash does not have the adsorbing property of the carbon (Rafatullah 
2013). 

Chemical composition analysis shows the content of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin in the sample. 
This analysis is a way to describe any lignocellulosic material down to its basic parts. Couhert et al. 
(2009) performed a proximate analysis of the separate parts of lignocellulosic materials. The purpose 
was to give a clearer view of which components in the biomass contribute to the fractions of 
volatiles, fixed carbon and ash. The results of the analysis showed that cellul ose has a fixed carbon 
content of 5-6 wt. %, hemicellulose has 19-23 wt. % and lignin has 39-42 wt. %. The volatile matter in 
the samples were 94-95 wt. % for cellulose, 71-75 wt. % for hemicellulose and 45-59 wt.% for lignin. 
This once again shows the importance of a large fraction of lignin in a raw material for the production 
of activated carbon. 

Activated Carbon 

Activated carbon is characterized by a surface area of approximately 500 to 1500 m2/g (Yin et al. 
2007). In combination with its chemical properties, the high surface area makes it a useful adsorbent 
by adhering molecules to the surface of the granules. The primary application for activated carbon is 
fluid purification for flows of fluids; a common example of this is water purification in water 
treatment plants. Adsorption through activated carbon has been proved superior to many other 
purification techniques as a simple and flexible method (Rafatullah 2013). As a cleaning process, it is 
easy to use and install in existing systems and is insensitive to pollutants (ibid.).  
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The gold mining industry has an extra use for activated carbon. One technique regularly used in the 
gold mining industry is to dissolve gold into cyanide. This transforms the gold into a water soluble 
material which can then be extracted from the ore. As activated carbon is created to adsorb, this 
material is commonly used in the adsorption of the gold cyanide from water containing a low 
concentration. The gold can then be desorbed from the carbon and separated from the cyanide using 
electrolysis. (McDougall & Hancock 1981) 

All volatiles in a biological material does not leave the fixed carbon in a carbonization process. More 
of these volatiles can be removed in an activation process. The activation process is similar to a 
pyrolysis process but is done at a higher temperature to release more volatiles. When these volatiles 
are removed they leave behind micro, meso and macro pores in the material increasing the surface 
area, thus producing an activated carbon. (Lua et al. 2006) 

By adding an oxidant such as H2O or CO2 to the gasification process, carbon at the surface starts to 
oxidize at which point the pores start growing and some new pores are formed, further increasing 
the surface area of the material (Rafatullah 2013). These two oxidants remove fixed carbon from the 
surface of the biochar using the following chemical reactions: 

                  (1) 

                     (2) 

               (3) 

Rodríguez-Reinoso et al. (1994) made a comparison between several different ways of oxidizing a 
given material. The four methods in question used pure carbon dioxide, pure water vapor, water 
vapor in nitrogen gas and water injected in the char. The results showed that carbon dioxide 
activation yielded smaller pores than steam activation. The conclusion drawn from these results 
were that carbon dioxide produces more micropores, and subsequently widens them. Steam on the 
other hand widens existing pores. This results in steam activation containing more macropores while 
carbon dioxide produces more micropores and mesopores. 

Activated carbon can also be created using chemical activation. In this case, the raw material is 
impregnated with chemicals prior to the pyrolysis. The organic residues and lignocellulosic materials 
are degraded which eases the decomposition in the pyrolysis. The chemicals also keep the raw 
materials from closing up which further eases the process. Commonly used chemicals include; 
phosphoric acid, zinc chloride and potassium hydroxide. As the chemical activation strengthens the 
effects of the process, BET surface areas of up to 1900 m2/g have been attained (Hussein et al. 2001). 
The downside of using chemicals is an increase of production cost. (Rafatullah 2013) 

Lua & Guo (2000) tested activation of palm kernel shell through a single activation step using carbon 
dioxide as an oxidant. The temperatures tested were 650 °C, 850 °C and 950 °C. The hold time at the 
maximum temperature was varied from 0.5 to 3 hours. The objective of this study was to find the 
largest possible BET surface area and which parameters yielded these results. The results showed 
that a temperature of 850 °C and a hold time of 2 hours granted a BET surface area of approximately 
1400 m2/g activated carbon. At 950 °C the temperature caused large loss of carbon which 
dramatically reduced yield from the process while not increasing the quality of the product. At 650 °C 
the burn off was low which gave a higher yield, but at a lower quality of carbon. Included in the 
report was also tests done with different heating rates and particle sizes, spanning 5 °C/min to 20 
°C/min and <1.0 mm to 4.7 mm respectively. The results from these tests showed that in these 
intervals both the heating rate and particle size gave small changes in BET surface area, spanning 
from 1350 to 1410 m2/g at optimum conditions. At the optimal parameters of 850 °C and 2 hours 
hold time the yield of activated carbon was approximately 12 % of the initial mass of palm kernel 
shells due to the released volatiles and the carbon burn off from activation.  
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Rotary Kilns 

Rotary kilns are widely applied to a great number of different applications. Mainly they are used to 
continuously heat granular flows. Most kilns have a direct heating by introducing a hot gas over the 
material flow but some employ external heating. While the primary application of a rotary kiln is to 
enable a continuous production, a positive side effect is that the rotation of the kiln also leads to a 
constant mixing of the granular flow and has the potential for an almost uniform temperature in the 
transverse plane. (Boateng 2008)  

Depending on the radius and rotation of the kiln, the flow tends to act differently. The bed 
movement has thereby been separated into categories. The categories of this flow in increasing 
order of bed motion is: Slipping, slumping, rolling, cascading, cataracting and centrifuging. Boateng 
(2008) has described the different bed motions to easier understand what happens in each mode of 
motion. 

Slipping is the slowest flow. A bed that is slipping tends to slowly move up the leading wall of the kiln 
until the friction succumbs to gravity and the whole bed slides down into the bottom of the kiln. This 
flow is almost never wanted, as the flow is not mixed during this process. When the bed reaches a 
higher speed it starts slumping. The bulk solid stops releasing at the contact surface between the kiln 
and the bed and instead releases a fraction at the top of the bed when the bed angle becomes too 
large. This causes the top part of the bed to slump toward the lower part of the bed and thereby 
decrease the current angle of the bed, which will then again start increasing until the bed once again 
reaches a high angle. (Boateng 2008) 

The rolling bed is most sought bed motion for industrial purposes. This flow continuously rolls down 
the surface of the bed while keeping a bed angle close to the materials angle of repose. This type of 
flow is usually close to the motion of a fluid and provides a high heat transfer within the bulk solid 
and an even temperature. (ibid.) 

At a higher motion, the bed cannot keep the same steady rate of mass transfer through the bed and 
starts to cascade. In this mode, the bed is fast enough to reach an angle higher than the angle of 
repose and thus starts to cascade down to the lower edge. This flow is more unstable than a rolling 
flow but the rotation can be used to break the bed particles into smaller sizes. Cataracting is similar 
to the cascading flow, but the increased bed motion makes some or all of the leading edge of the bed 
to leave the bed momentarily and shower down over the following edge. The highest mode of bed 
motion is the centrifugal flow. When this happens, the bed is constantly following the wall of the kiln 
as it rotates. (ibid.) 

The mode of bed motion is decided by the rational Froude number. The Froude number is calculated 
using the gravitational constant  , the radius   and angular velocity of the rotary kiln   and is 
defined as (4) (ibid.): 

   
    

 
      (4) 
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A Froude number close to zero characterizes a slipping motion, while a number over 1 is a 
centrifuging motion. The exact values for the different modes varies with angle of repose. In table 3, 
the modes and their Froude number intervals have been posted for an angle of repose of 35°.  

Table 3. Modes of bed motion and their Froude number intervals for      . (Boateng 2008) 

Moode Froude Interval 

Slipping             
Slumping                      
Rolling                  
Cascading 
Cataracting 
Centrifuging 

             
          

     
 

The mode of bed motion is also shifted depending on how much of the kiln is filled with the solid 
material. A kiln with a high fill rate over 15% is more likely to cataract, with a maximum fill rate for 
rolling flow of 20% at low rotational speeds. At fill rates 3% or lower, the mode of motion is slipping 
for most materials, unless the rotational speed is high enough to centrifuge the bed. 

The radius and rotation also control the residence time of the materials in the kiln. The average 
residence time   is described by (5). The slope of the kiln and the length of the kiln can also be used 
to control the length of residence for the bed (Boateng 2008).  

  
      

           
     (5) 

Where   is the kiln length,   the angle of repose,   the radius,     the rotation in revolutions per 
minute and   the slope of the reactor in meter per meter. 

For dry processes length/diameter ratios of 5-12 are typically used for applications with long 
residence times from 20 minutes up to several hours. (ibid.) 

COMSOL 

COMSOL is a multi-physics simulation software that primarily utilizes finite element methods and 
numerical solvers. For fluid flows COMSOL utilizes a computational fluid dynamics (CDF) module 
where boundary conditions such as inlets, wall conditions and outlets are defined by the user. The 
CDF module can be coupled with a heat transfer module to simulate energy flows in the system after 
a secondary set of boundary conditions such as temperatures and heat fluxes. Each domain in the 
model geometry is linked with a material where all physical properties needed for the simulation are 
included.  For compressible fluid flows COMSOL can evaluate velocities up to a mach number of 0.3. 
(COMSOL 2012)  
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Method 

Modeling and Simulation 

The reactors are designed to work in a continuous production line (figure 1). Ground palm kernel 
shells are fed in to the pyrolysis reactor as a biomass where it is pyrolysed to biochar. The biochar is 
then fed through to the activation reactor as the pyrolysis gases are vented. In the activation reactor 
steam is added and reacts with the biochar creating activated carbon which is fed out for storage and 
packaging. For the simulations only the central parts of the reactors are included and the pyrolysis 
and activation reactors are simulated separately.  

 

Figure 1. Process schedule for the continuous production of activated carbon in a dual reactor setup. 

While the focus of the simulations are the biomass and biochar temperature profiles other results 
such as velocities and secondary gas/steam temperatures are shown when they are deemed relevant 
for the evaluation.  

Feed In 
Pyrolysis 
Reactor 

Feed 
Through 

Activation 
Reactor 

Feed Out 
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Geometry Description 

The pyrolysis and activation reactors are both designed after the same principle. In the center there's 
a steel drum trough which the biomass/biochar and the steam (AC-reactor) flow (figure 2). The steel 
pipe is surrounded by a gas slit that's sealed against the surroundings with the exception of a inlet 
and two outlet pipes. Around the gas slit there's a steel shell, followed by a layer of insulation 
followed by a steel shell. Hot secondary gases from a diesel burner flow through the gas slit from the 
inlet (bottom) to the two outlets (top). By adjusting the outlet cross section area of the two outlets 
the amount of gas that flows to each outlet can be controlled. The inlet pipe is set at distance from 
the inlet that corresponds to the desired heating rates (1h for the pyrolysis reactor, 30min for the 
activation reactor). The gas flowing to the front outlet pipe (outlet 1, left side) creates a counter flow 
heat exchanger over the biomass/biochar heating region. The gas flowing downstream with the 
biochar/biomass creates a parallel flow heat exchanger that keeps a constant temperature in the 
maintaining region. The inlet and outlet pipes are set to be 1.5 times as long as the insulation is thick, 
this is done to simplify the meshing process. 

 
Figure 2. Reference pyrolysis reactor geometry at reference setup. The secondary gas inlet pipe is faced downwards in the middle, 

outlet 1 and outlet 2 are facing upwards with outlet 1, to the left. 

The kiln was dimensioned to have a 3 hour residence time with a 13% fill rate while maintaining a Fr 
number coherent with a rolling bed. The goal is set to produce 5 to 10 g activated carbon per second 
correlating to roughly 40 grams of biomass per second entering pyrolysis reactor. 
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Assumptions 

 The gasification of the biomass does not affect the temperature profile. 

 The metal sheets in the reactor can be excluded from the geometry without 

influencing the results. 

 The granular flow of the biomass can be modeled as liquid flow with a inclined 

surface and a constant viscosity. 

 The combustion gases from the diesel burners can be modeled as air. 

 The gas volume above the biomass in the pyrolysis reactor can be modeled as 

stationary air. 

 The palm kernel shells are completely dry when entering the reactor. 

 The natural convection and surface to ambient radiation on the secondary gas 

inlet/outlets and the reactors front and back are negligible. 

 The pyrolysis and activation processes are isothermal. 

 The temperature profile in the biomass is assumed to only vary with the distance 

from the inlet. 

 The flows can be modeled using laminar CFD modules. 

The area of the circle segment is decided based on the mass flow of biochar and it is tilted giving the 
biochar-air wall an incline of 34 degrees. This is relative to the y-axis to include the fall angle of the 
biochars granular flow. The metal sheets are excluded from the geometry. 

Design and Dimensioning 

The reactors are dimensioned after a set of criteria. The Froude number should be within the range 
for a rolling bed (see table 3). The height difference between the biomass/biochar inlet and outlet is 
set to 1 cm. The fill rate is set to 13%. The biomass flow sought is roughly 40 g/s for the pyrolysis 
reactor and 14 g/s for the activation reactor. The retention time is set to 3 h for the pyrolysis reactor 
and 2.5 h for the activation reactor.  Radius, rotational speed and length are set as free variables. As 
the Froude number and mass flow only have approximate requirements there are a infinite number 
of solutions. To simplify the process the RPM is set to only use full rotations per minute, the radius is 
limited to whole centimeters and the reactor length is limited to whole decimeters (only natural 
numbers). Of the limited amount of solutions that remain each one can be seen as valid but solutions 
resulting in slightly higher biomass/biochar mass flows as well as round numbers and wide margins 
are favored. 
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The dimensioning of the reactors was solved in a iterative process using fundamental geometrical 
and fluid dynamic calculations in addition to (4) and (5). The resulting geometrical properties are 
shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Geometrical properties of the reactors. 

Name Value Unit 

Pyrolysis reactor length 7.8 m 
Activation reactor length 6.5 m 
Inner reactor radius 500 mm 
Gas slit width 60 mm 
Insulation thickness 500 mm 
Biomass volume cross section area 0.102 m2 
Inflow pipe diameter 250 mm 
Pyrolysis reactor Froude number 0.0201  
Activation reactor Froude number 0.01647  
Fill rate 13 % 
 
For the reference setups the inlet pipes are set up at the end of the biomass/biochar heating zones. 
For the pyrolysis reactor the inlet pipe is originally set up at 2.6 m and for the activation reactor its 
set at 1.6 m (reactor edge to pipe centrum). 

COMSOL Setup 

The physics are simulated in 4 parts. The parts are in order from first to last: Laminar Incompressible 
Flow (spf), Heat Transfer (HT), Laminar Compressible Flow (spf2) and Laminar Non-Isothermal Flow 
(nitf). HT, spf2 and nitf each implements the results from previous parts as initial values to improve 
the likelihood of convergence and also the time it takes to solve. As each physics model builds on the 
previous solution they all incorporate the same parameters which are shown in table 5. 
The physics are set up using COMSOLs default settings unless otherwise noted. This means that the 
flows where calculated using the Navier-Stokes equations with a P1+P1 discretization. Furthermore 
inconsistent stabilization is utilized to reach convergent results. 

Table 5. General parameters utilized for the simulation. 

Name Value Unit 

Biomass mass flow 41.293 g/s 
Steam mass flow 40 g/s 
Rotation of Inner Pipe (RPM) 6 1/min 
Ambient Temperature 30  C 
Biomass Inlet Temperature 30  C 
Steam Inlet Temperature 100  C 
Residence Time Biomass 3 h 
Residence Time Biochar 2.5 h 
 

The rotation of the main drum is set up as a interior moving wall between the inner pipe and the 
secondary gases. The movement in the walls y (v) and z (w) directions is defined using functions of 
cylindrical coordinates and the RPM as seen in (6) and (7). 

                                   (6) 

                                   (7) 

Where sys2 is the cylindrical coordinate system, phi is the rotational angle and r the length from the 
pipes center.  
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Raw materials 

Palm Kernel Shells 

Whole palm kernel shells are usually too large for pyrolysis as the chemical reactions are strongest at 
the surface of the material. The palm kernel shells are assumed to be in a ground state when fed into 
the system. Fono-Tamo & Koya (2013) have characterized thermo chemical properties of the palm 
kernel shells after they have been ground and tested the thermal conductivity, specific heat and bulk 
density of the material. Dagwa et al. (2012) did a mechanical characterization of ground palm kernel 
shells and have acquired an angle of repose that is important for the residence time of a material in a 
rotating kiln. The data necessary for the pyrolysis process are show below in table 6.  

Table 6. Properties of ground palm kernel shells (PKS). (Fono-Tamo & Koya 2013, Dagwa et al. 2012) 

Specific 
Heat 
(kJ/kg*K) 

Conductivity 
(W/m*K) 

Bulk Density 
(kg/m3) 

Angle of 
Repose 
(deg)  

Moisture 
content 
(%) 

Temperatur
e (°C) 

Emissivity 

1.983 0.68 560 34 6 30 1 
 

Biochar 

After being pyrolysed, the palm kernel shells have lost most of their mass and therefore have 
different properties. In this state the biomass is often referred to as biochar and have properties 
similar to charcoal or coal. Gonzo (2002) have estimated the conductivity of granul ar materials, one 
being coal in an environment of air. Gupta et al. (2003) pyrolysed softwood with the intentions to 
find out the thermo chemical properties of the char. The char in this process is assumed to have the 
same density as the softwood char, and is also assumed to keep the same angle of repose as in the 
pyrolysis step. Table 7 shows the properties used for the biochar during the activation process. 

Table 7. Properties of granular biochar. (Gonzo 2002, Gupta et al. 2003) 

Specific 
Heat 
(kJ/kg*K) 

Conductivity 
(W/m*K) 

Bulk Density 
(kg/m3) 

Angle of 
Repose 
(deg) 

Moisture 
content 
(%) 

Temperatur
e (°C) 

Emissivit
y 

1.506 0.1365 299 34 0 500 1 
 

Insulation 

Table 8 shows the values used for the glass fiber insulation (Cengel & Ghajar 2011). The heat transfer 
coefficients for natural convection were calculated using Thybergs SIMULINK model (Thyberg 2014) 
of the reactors to be 3, 3.25, 3.5 and 4 W/m2*K for 500, 375, 250 and 125 mm insulation respectively. 

Table 8. Properties of glass fiber insulation. 

Specific 
Heat 
(kJ/kg*K) 

Conductivity 
(W/m*K) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

0.96 0.036 144 
 

Air, Steam and Stainless Steel 

The physical properties of air, steam and stainless steel (AISI 4340) uses the predefined material 
values in COMSOL 4.3b with the addition of a Emissivity of 0.4 for the stainless steel (Cengel & Ghajar 
2011). 
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Laminar Incompressible Flow (spf) 

In the first spf module the flows are modeled as incompressible with an approximated temperature. 

The spf physics is set up over the 3 flow volumes with initial values and temperature as shown in 
table 9. 

Table 9. Initial values and temperature for the spf physics module. 

Flow Volume Velocity Field               C) 

Biomass Inlet velocity and wall rotation 200 
Air/Steam Wall rotation* 200 
Combustion Gas Inlet Velocity, outlet velocity and wall rotation 600 
*For the activation reactor the steams inflow velocity is added as well. 

The flow area of the biochar is separated from the flow of air by a internal wall with a no-slip 
condition. 

The biomass (or biochar) and steam inlets are set up using mass flow rates where the steam flow is 0 
in the pyrolysis reactor. 

Heat Transfer (HT) 

The HT module implements the velocity field from spf and utilizes its approximated temperatures as 
initial values. Only the flow volumes are included at this stage and the reactors are fully insulated.   

The rotating wall between the volumes is introduced as a thin thermally resistive l ayer (5 mm) in 
order to calculate the heat transfer between the flow volumes. 

The PKS inlet temperature is set to 30   C for the pyrolysis reactor. For the activation reactor the 
biochar and steam inlet temperatures are set to 500 and 100   C respectively. 

Laminar Compressible Flow (spf2) 

For the spf2 simulation the velocity from spf is used as initial values and the temperature field from 
HT is set up as the flows temperatures. In spf2 the flows are modeled as compressible fluids with a 
mach number under 0.3. All other settings are identical to spf. 

Laminar Non-Isothermal Flow (nitf) 

The nift model introduces the insulation and heat losses in the shape of surface to ambient radiation 
and natural convection. It handles simultaneous heat and mass transfer for compressible fluids 
(mach < 0.3) as well as the heat transfer  through the insulation. 

Utilizing the velocity field from spf2 and the temperature field from HT as initial values (with the 
addition of a initial temperature of 200   C in the insulation) the nitf module produces the final results 
of the model. 

The inlet flows and temperatures are set up as in spf and HT. 
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Meshing 

The mesh is set up to give a convergent solution with a small error. The mesh is tuned independently 
for each geometrical setup with the following demands: 

1) The solution must converge using standard solver settings. 

2) The average downstream velocity of the biomass in the cross section above the secondary gas 
inlet pipes center must be within 15% of the inlet velocity. 

3) The average downstream velocity in the entire biomass volume must be no higher than 300% of 
the inlet velocity. 

Goal Profile 

Lua et al. (2006) pyrolysed palm kernel shells with the objective of finding the effect that different 
parameters of carbonization had on the characteristics of the biochar. The biochar was then 
activated in a short process that was held constant between samples to clearly show the differences 
in BET- surface area and pore sizes. The results showed a maximum BET-area if the PKS are heated at 
a rate of 10 °C/min until it reaches a temperature of 600 °C and then held at this temperature for 2 
hours before leaving the reactor. These data have subsequently been used as process parameters for 
the temperature of the biomass in the reactor. 

A limit is set for what that qualifies as a acceptable temperature profile in the biomass by setting up 
the following requirement: 

For a temperature profile in the pyrolysis reactor to be seen as acceptable it must not exceed 628.5 
°C or drop beneath 571.5 °C Celsius after 2.6 meters from the inlet. For the activation reactor a 
similar goal profile is set between 809 °C and 891 °C after 1.3m for the activation reactor 

For the pyrolysis reactor the goal profile translates to requiring a settling time under or equal to 1 
hour with an error band correlating to +-5% of the desired temperature gain of 570  C. No minimum 
requirement for the settling time is set. For the activation reactor it translates to a settling time 
under 3.5 h with a error band to +-5% of the desired temperature gain of 820  C from the cold raw 
material. 

The biomass temperature is evaluated on a 3D cut line that spans  through the biomass at the y, z 
coordinates (-0.25, -0.35) as seen in figure 3. For the biochar the y, z coordinates are (-0.175, -0.25). 

 
Figure 3. Location of the 3D cutline (red) for biomass temperature profile . 
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Simulations 

Pyrolysis Reactor 

- The geometry is analyzed by first establishing a reference value, with an arbitrary combination of 
secondary gas mass flow and temperature, which provides a temperature profile in the biomass that 
meets the goal profile requirements. Similarly an arbitrary area ratio between outlet 1 and outlet 2 is 
used. Once the reference value has been established its temperature profile and flows are analyzed. 

Pyrolysis Reactor - Geometry Analysis 

- The secondary gas outlet pipe (outlet 1) closest to the biomass inlet is turned 180 degrees around 
the x-axis (facing down) and the temperature and velocity profiles are compared to the reference 
setup. 

- The area ratio of outlet 2/outlet 1 is doubled and tripled and the results are compared to the 
reference setup. 

- The secondary gas inlet pipe is moved  +- 0,52 m along the x-axis and the biomass temperature 
profiles are compared to the reference setup. 

- The insulation thickness is adjusted down to 250 and 125 mm and the average temperature in the 
biomass volume is compared to the reference setup. The heat transfer coefficient for the natural 
convection is adjusted to 3.5 and 4 W/m2*K respectively. 

Pyrolysis Reactor - Parameter Analysis 

- The parameter analysis is carried out through a set of simulation runs utilizing parametric sweeps. 
From the reference point established in the geometry analysis two parameters are evaluated. 

- The temperature profile is obtained for a secondary gas velocity of the reference value and +-10% 
and +-20% of the reference value. 

- The temperature profile is obtained for a secondary gas temperature of the reference value and +-
10% and +-20% of the reference value. 

Activation Reactor 

- A reference setup is established in the same way as for the pyrolysis reactor.  

Activation Reactor - Geometry Analysis 

- Outlet 1 is removed and the secondary gas inlet pipe is moved to the reactor edge by the biochar 
inlet. The results are compared to the reference setup. 

Activation Reactor - Parameter Analysis 

- The parameter analysis of the activation reactor is set up in the same way as for the pyrolysis 
reactor. 

- The temperature profile is obtained for a secondary gas velocity of the reference value and +-10% 
and +-20% of the reference value. 

- The temperature profile is obtained for a secondary gas temperature of the reference value and +-
10% and +-20% of the reference value. 

- The temperature profile is obtained for a steam flow of the reference value and +-10% and +-20% of 
the reference value. 
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Results 

Pyrolysis Reactor - Reference Setup 

The ratio of the two secondary gas outlets are set so that outlet 1 has a area of 95% of the inlet area 
and outlet 2 has a area of 5% of the inlet area. The velocity magnitude of the biomass as a result of 
the design parameters is shown in figure 4. As the downstream velocity amounts to 7.4e -4 m/s while 
the rotational speed exceeds 0.3 m/s figure 3 only serves as a indication of the rotational velocity. 

 
Figure 4. Velocity magnitude in the biomass as a result of the design parameters. 

The radial temperature distribution for the biomass for the reference setup is shown directly in figure 
5. The temperature appears to be nearly uniform in each slice. In slice 4 (yellow) the temperature 
difference between the highest and lowest point is 3.7 degrees with the highest temperatures found 
at the upper and lower corners and the lowest temperatures found in the middle of the mass. 

 

Figure 5. Radial temperature distribution on 15 slices in the biomass. 
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The reference values for the secondary gas velocity and temperature are set to 700   C and 20 m/s. 
The resulting temperature profile can be seen in figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. Temperature profile  in the biomass at the reference setup. 
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The streamline profile for the flows at the reference values is shown in figure 7. Each of the 30 lines 
indicates a path of the flow from the inlet to the two outlets. The lines are evenly distributed along 
the inlet, a majority of the flow can be traced going around the pipe and out through outlet 1. Only 
one streamline traces back to outlet 2 and only five of the 30 lines pass directly adjacent to the 
biomass in the heating zone between the biomass inlet and the secondary gas inlet. The biomass 
streamline (blue) shows a chaotic entry zone for the first 0.2 m of the flow, at the outlet a identical 
zone is found for the last 0.2 meters. The flow in these two zones have a whirl-like characteristic that 
crosses through the inlet and outlet boundaries. 

 

Figure 7. Flow streamlines at the reference value for secondary gas (red) and the biomass (blue). 

The 3-dimensional velocity and temperature profiles of the secondary gas is shown in figure 8 and 
figure 9 respectively. The color range in figure 8 has been manually adjusted to highlight the different 
velocity magnitudes in the main gas slit. Each node correlates to a calculated value and the values are 
interpolated on the lines connecting them. Both the velocity magnitude and the temperature is 
considerably lower in the secondary gas adjacent to the biomass in the heating zone. 

 

Figure 8. Velocity magnitude profile for the secondary gas at the reference setup. 
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Figure 9. Temperature distribution in the entire geometry at the reference setup. 

The average energy losses through the reactors outer steel shell at the reference setup are measured 
to 56 W/m2 using a surface average evaluation of the normal total heat flux. 

The temperature profile of the insulation can be seen more clearly in figure 10 without the 
obstruction from the insulation. 

 
Figure 10. Temperature distribution in the secondary gas at the reference setup. 
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Pyrolysis Reactor - Geometry Evaluation - Downwards facing of outlet 1. 

Figure 11 shows the temperature profile upon rotating outlet 1 180 degrees around the x-axis. In the 
heating region the temperature curve is slightly convex. The biomass has a higher temperature as it 
enters the error band compared to the reference setup (figure 3). The profile shows a more rapid 
decent in temperature and approaches the reference setups temperature profile around the 6 meter 
mark. 

 
Figure 11. Biomass temperature profile in the pyrolysis reactor with a downwards facing on outlet 1 utilizing the reference secondary 

                              C and inlet velocity of 20 m/s. 
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Figure 12 indicates that by having outlet 1 face downwards the majority of the secondary gas flow 
now flows adjacent to the biomass in the heating zone. As in the reference value only one of the 30 
streamlines trace to outlet 2.  

 
Figure 12. Flow streamlines for the secondary gas with a downward facing of outlet 1. 

 

The velocity volume in figure 13 shows that the secondary gases flow faster adjacent to the biomass 
heating zone then in the reference setup. Note that the enti re geometry in figure 11 has been 
rotated counter-clockwise compared to figure 7 to give a better view of the gas adjacent to the 
biomass heating zone. 

 
Figure 13. Velocity magnitude profile  for the secondary gases with a downward facing for outlet 1. 
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The temperature profile of the reactor shows a lower secondary gas temperature in outlet 1 and a 
higher temperature in the area adjacent to the biomass heating zone as seen in figure 14. 

 
Figure 14. Temperature distribution in the entire geometry with a downward facing of outlet 1. 

Comparing figure 15 with figure 9 shows that the new setup gives the secondary gas a more uniform 
temperature in the gas slit with notably higher temperatures in the region by the biomass inlet. The 
gas temperature in outlet 1 is lower in the new geometry setup than in the reference setup. 

 

Figure 15. Temperature distribution in the secondary gas with a downward facing of outlet 1. 
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Pyrolysis Reactor - Geometry Evaluation - Variation in Downstream Gas Flow 

Increasing the amount of mass that flows to outlet 2 displayed two trends. A higher fraction of the 
secondary gas flowing downstream results in lower temperatures in the heating zone and in the 
reactor. It also decreases the amount of cooling towards the end of the reactor leading to a higher 
temperature in the exit zone. The biomass temperature profiles for the 3 setups can be seen in figure 
16. 

 
Figure 16. Biomass temperature profiles at three different downstream flow ratios of the secondary gas.  
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Pyrolysis Reactor - Geometry Evaluation - Variation in Secondary Gas Inlet Position 

Figure 17 displays the temperature profile in the biomass with a inlet positioned at 2.08 and 2.6 
meters from the edge. The solution for the case of a offset of +0.52 m from the reference value 
resulted in a unacceptable numerical error and is not shown. Moving the secondary gas inlet 0.52 m 
closer to the biomass inlet produced a faster heating with a earlier peak and a lower temperature in 
the reactor. 

 
Figure 17. Biomass temperature profile in the pyrolysis reactor at two different secondary gas inlet positions. Note that 3.12 m is 

missing due to returning a faulty solution.  
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Pyrolysis Reactor - Geometry Evaluation - Variation in Insulation Thickness 

Decreasing the insulation thickness leads to a lower temperature profile and a more pronounced 
cooling downstream of the secondary gas inlet pipe. The heat loss increases exponentially with 
insulation reduction (figure 18). 

  
Figure 18. Average heat loss through the outer shell for 4 different insulation thicknesses. 

Looking at figure 19 it's clear that the temperature in the insulation is higher close to the surface 
than in the reference setup. As the temperature close to the surface goes up the convective heat 
losses increase. Using a surface average evaluation the normal total heat flux from the surface was 
measured to 236 W/m2. The biomass temperature profile at 125 mm showed a temperature peak of 
620   C right above the inlet followed by a rapid cooling breaking the error band at 5.65 m and 
continuing               C. 

 

 
Figure 19. Temperature distribution in the pyrolysis reactor with 125 mm insulation.  
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Pyrolysis Reactor - Parameter Evaluation - Secondary Gas Inlet Velocity 

The temperature profiles for the variation of the inlet velocity of the secondary gas are shown in 
figure 20. Inlet velocities of 16, 18 and 24 m/s breach the error band inside the maintaining zone. 

 

Figure 20. Biomass temperature profile in the pyrolysis reactor at 5 different secondary gas inlet velocities. 
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Pyrolysis Reactor - Parameter Evaluation - Secondary Gas Inlet Temperature 

The temperature profiles for the variation of the inlet temperature of the secondary gas are shown in 
figure 21. Higher temperatures lead to a higher heating rates and higher cooling towards the end of 
the pipe. 

 

Figure 21. Biomass temperature profile in the pyrolysis reactor at 5 different secondary gas inlet temperatures. 
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Activation Reactor - Reference Setup 

The biochar in the activation reactor displayed the same characteristics as the biomass for heat 
distribution and velocity profile. 

The reference values for the secondary gas velocity and temperature are set to 10 m/s and 950   C. 

The ratio of secondary gases flowing to outlet 2 was set to 40%. The resulting biochar and steam 

temperature profiles can be seen in figure 22. The steam acts like a coolant throughout the process. 

The steam does not display the same radial temperature characteristic as the biochar, the steam 

profile in figure 22 is taken from the center of the reactor. 

  

Figure 22. Temperature profiles for the biochar and steam in the activation reactor 
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The streamlines for the secondary gases at the reference setup show a more even radial distribution 
of mass flows in the activation reactor than in the pyrolysis reactor. The steam close to the reactor 
wall rotates with it while the steam closer to the center shows less rotation. The streamlines can be 
seen in figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. Flow streamlines at the reference value for secondary gas (red) and the steam (blue). 

The velocity profile in the secondary gas (figure 24) shows the same characteristic. There is a band of 
slightly higher velocity along the sides of the reactor from the inlet to outlet 2. Similarly to the 
pyrolysis reactor the velocity magnitude is lower next to the biochar inlet. 

 
Figure 24. Velocity magnitude profile  for the secondary gas at the reference setup. 
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The temperature profile for the whole activation reactor (figure 25) also displays a characteristic 
similar to that of the pyrolysis reactors reference setup with a colder region next to the biochar inlet. 

 

Figure 25. Temperature distribution in the entire geometry at the reference setup. 

As the steam is heated it starts flowing faster through the system (figure 26). The increase in velocity 
mainly happens in the central area of the steam volume. Note that the area with the highest velocity 
in a cross section also is the area where the steam has the lowest temperature. The acceleration 
stems from the thermal expansion of the surrounding steam which pushes the colder gas in the 
center forward. As the steam reaches its maximum temperature the both the flow and temperature 
starts equalizing over the cross section area, while the average velocity remains constant the center 
slows down and the sounding areas speed up.  

 

Figure 26. Cross section slices of the downstream (x-component) velocity of the steam.  
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Activation Reactor - Geometry Evaluation - Removal of outlet 1. 

When outlet 1 is removed and the secondary gas inlet is moved to directly under the biomass inlet 
the temperature in the steam and biomass drops roughly 200   C compared to the reference setup. As 
seen in figure 27 The biomass initially increases in temperature faster than in the reference setup 
however the steam is heated slower in the same region. The early temperature peak is the result of a 
rapid drop in the temperature of the secondary gas. 

 
Figure 27. Temperature profiles for the biochar, steam and secondary gas in the activation reactor with one outlet. 
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The streamlines and velocity magnitude for the secondary gas flow is more evenly distributed 
throughout the reactor (figure 28 and 29) in the new geometry setup however the velocity directly 
above the steam in its inlet region is lower. 

 
Figure 28. Streamlines for the secondary gas flow with outlet 1 removed. 

 
Figure 29. Velocity magnitude profile  for the secondary gas at with outlet 1 removed. 
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The temperature in the reactor is more evenly distributed then the it is in the refe rence setup as 
seen in figure 30. 

 
Figure 30. Temperature distribution in the entire geometry after removal of outlet 1 and moving the secondary gas inlet. 

The numerical error in the downstream velocity in the biochar starts to reach a notable level after 
the 2 meter mark as shown in figure 31. At this point the secondary gas has already equalized with 
the biomass temperature. 

 
Figure 31. Downstream charcoal velocity after removal of outlet 1 and moving the secondary gas inlet. 
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Activation Reactor - Parameter Evaluation - Secondary Gas Inlet Velocity 

The temperature profiles for the variation of the inlet velocity of the secondary gas is shown in figure 
32. Inlet velocities of 8, 9 and 12 m/s breach the error band after the 2.6 m mark. 

 
Figure 32. Biochar temperature profile in the activation reactor at 5 different secondary gas inlet velocities. 
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Activation Reactor - Parameter Evaluation - Secondary Gas Inlet Temperature 

The temperature profiles for the variation of the inlet temperature of the secondary gas are shown in 
figure 33. As for the pyrolysis reactor higher temperatures lead to higher heating rates and higher 
cooling towards the end of the pipe. 

 

Figure 33. Biochar temperature profile in the activation reactor at 5 different secondary gas inlet temperatures. 
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Activation Reactor - Parameter Evaluation - Steam Mass Flow 

The results from variation in the steam mass flow can be seen in figure 34. A bigger steam mass flow 

leads to a slower heating of the biochar and a lower temperature peak. In addition the temperature 

decreases faster in the maintaining zone. 

 

Figure 34. Biochar temperature profile in the activation reactor at 5 different steam mass flows. 
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Discussion  

Results 

Pyrolysis Reactor 

The results from the geometry analysis shows that the reference setup can be improved upon. 
Having outlet 1 face downwards clearly improved the heat transfer to the biochar by increasing the 
secondary gas flow in the region where it is needed the most. As a result of this change there 
appears to be room to lower the total gas flow under the condition that the downstream gas flow is 
increased. Alternatively the temperature could be decreased, however the results from the 
parameter analysis show that the temperature has a much bigger impact then the gas flow. By 
increasing the temperature by a certain amount the gas flow can be reduced several fold. It stands to 
reason that there should be a point where increasing the temperature and decreasing the flow stops 
producing results that remain inside the error band as higher temperatures also leads to bigger 
temperature variations in the biomass after the secondary gas inlet pipe has been passed. However 
such a point could be purely theoretical, most common steels will melt at around 1200   C but even 
then they will be weakened considerably long before that. While this report doesn't investigate the 
impact of high temperatures on the structural integrity of the steel pipes that makes up the central 
drums in the reactors it's something that must be investigated in future works before constructing 
the reactors. 

Increasing the amount of secondary gas that flows downstream to outlet 2 leads to a more stable 
temperature in the maintaining zone. As less secondary gas get directed through the heating zone 
the temperature in the biomass drops. If a flatter profile in the maintaining zone is sought while 
maintaining the original heating profile this can be done by increasing both the downstream fraction 
and the total secondary gas flow. 

Moving the secondary gas inlet pipe 0.52 m downstream resulted in an invalid result with an 
unacceptable mass flux. It's likely that the mesh of the model could be tweaked to get a acceptable 
result, however the process is highly time demanding and the change is therefore not analyzed 
further. By comparing the temperature profiles for the reference setup and the temperature profile 
for an offset of 0.52 m upstream it's easy to see the basic principle of how the inlet position effects 
the temperature profile. Positioning the inlet further downstream from the biomass  inlet should 
yield a slower heating and a higher temperature peak. While it might be tempting to move the inlet 
somewhat further downstream to be able to lower the gas flow or the gas temperature it's important 
to consider that a lower gas flow will make the heating even slower and as such it's likely that the 
temperature profile will cross the lower error band resulting in a settling time of over one hour. 

The results of the insulation thickness variation indicates a proportional relationship between 
insulation thickness and heat losses. If the insulation doubles the heat losses are cut in half.  The 
biggest gain happens between 125 and 250 mm where the heat losses are reduced by over 100 
W/m2. It's worth to note that the mass of the insulation that needs to be added to double the 
thickness grows exponentially, as such the cost can quickly overtake the gain. From an energy 
efficiency perspective more insulation is always better, however the actual gain in amount of saved 
energy quickly decreases. In the end the question of how much insulation that should be used is a 
economical question where the installation costs are weighed against potential savings on fuel. 
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Activation Reactor 

The results from the activation reactor shares many characteristics with the pyrolysis reactor, this is 
expected as they are based around the same principle. The big difference between the two reactors 
is the introduction of steam in the activation reactor. As the steam in practice works as a coolant it 
constantly counteracts the secondary gas in the biochar heating process. While the biomass in the 
pyrolysis reactor remains at a stable temperature throughout most of the reactor the charcoal 
reaches a peak over the secondary gas inlet and then gradually cools as it moves downstream. Just as 
for the biochar the temperature profile of the charcoal is more sensitive to changes in temperature 
then gas flow. 

The activation reactor expels a lot of warm secondary gases, this gas could in theory be used to 
partially heat the pyrolysis reactor. Even though both the temperature and gas flow from the 
activation reactor is too low to heat the pyrolysis reactor without aid the gas could be mixed with a 
hotter gas from a second burner to reduce the overall fuel consumption. In a similar manner the 
exhausts from the pyrolysis reactor could then be used to produce the steam needed for the 
activation reactor in a boiler further reducing the fuel demand and improving the energy efficiency of 
the production. 

When outlet 1 is removed and the secondary gas inlet is moved to the biochar inlet something 
strange happens. While an overall slower temperature increase and lower peak temperature was 
expected, due to turning the reactor in to a parallel flow heat exchanger, the drop is very big. Even 
more complexing is the fact that the secondary gas outlet temperature is lower than the outlet 
temperature for the reference setup indicating a higher energy exchange. One possibility could be 
expansion cooling in the gas but oddly enough the gas seem to have a higher downstre am velocity 
then for the reference setup. Furthermore there has been no evidence of a large expansion cooling 
taking place in any of the other simulations including the pyrolysis reactor. As such the characteristics 
shown in this simulation remain a mystery. 

Impact of Numerical Errors 

Every numerical solution will yield a small numerical error, normally these are so small that they can 
be neglected but it's something that continuosly needs to be considered while evaluating results 
from simulations. In both reactors the biomass has shown to be prone to be effected by numerical 
errors, these have consisted of (normally) small mass flow fluctuations throughout the biomass (the 
CDF module doesn't account for conservation of mass). The mass fluctuations occur because the 
downstream velocity vector (x) is very small compared to the radial velocity (y and z vectors), as such 
something that normally could be considered a small error in the velocity magnitude in each node 
can quickly build up a relatively big error in the x component of the velocity. Making the situation 
worse the errors can lead to a domino effect as tens of thousands of nodes are effected downstream. 
The only way to deal with this phenomena is to fine tune the mesh in the biomass by hand until the 
combined errors reach a specified magnitude, as noted earlier this is a extremely time consuming 
process and as such it severally limited the amount of simulations that could be done during the 
course of this work. 

Geometrical variations were quickly discovered to be extra sensitive to mass flow fluctuations in the 
biomass as each new geometry impacts the biomass mesh.  

To deal with these fluctuations in a more structured manner the errors where continuously 
evaluated in two ways. First the average x-component of the biomass velocity in the cross section 
area over the secondary gas inlet was required to be within 15% of the average inlet velocity. Having 
the velocity within that range directly over the gas inlet means that the mass flux in the heating zone 
can be considered negligible. This zone is the most important as the actual impact of a continuously 
increasing mass flux will act as a temperature stabilizer (the higher the mass flow is the higher the 
energy flux needs to be to heat it/cool it). Secondly a requirement was set that the average x-
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component of the biomass velocity in the entire volume should be no higher than 300% of the inflow 
velocity and no lower than 90% of the inflow velocity. This upper limit is very high , however in 
practice no result in the report had such a high mass flux, most results had a average downstream 
velocity of around 200% of the inlet velocity (240% for the reference setup). While intuitively a 200% 
average mass flux may seem unreasonably high it should only have a minor impact on the results, 
this is mostly thanks to the first error requirement that ensures an acceptable behavior in the heating 
zone. In the section after the heating zone the biomass is surrounded by a very small flow of hot 
gases, the purpose of these gases is not to heat the biomass but only to too counteract the heat 
losses  through the insulation.  

Most reactors displayed a similar but less extreme mass flux pattern as shown in figure 29. It's 
possible that dividing the biomass flow in to several smaller domains the mesh could be tuned even 
further with a successively finer mesh downstream in the biomass flow. This could minimize its 
impact to such a degree that the error created becomes negligible. This approach could provide the 
means to make a more exact model that can be used to provide useful dimensioning data for the 
reactors in case a way is found to also simulate the gasification process in the biomass and biochar 
domains. 

For the reference setup it can be seen that the biomass gradually cools after the heating zone (figure 
4), there are two possible explanations for this. Firstly having such a cooling, despite gradual mass 
increase in this area, shows that the downstream gas flow to outlet 2 is too small for it to properly 
accomplish its task. Secondly there is a simulation error in the inlet and outlet regions creating 
chaotic whirls in the flow for the first and last 0.2 meters that extends out through the inlet and 
outlet boundaries. These whirls seem to lead to a cooling effect in both regions and the one at the 
outlet region most likely accounts for a majority of the cooling that takes place in the last third of the 
reactor. However the cause and actual effect of these whirls are unknown, the only thing that's clear 
is that they shouldn't be there. 

While mass fluxes due to numerical errors can seem like an obvious choice to explain what happened 
in the case of the geometry evaluation of the activation reactor nothing points to that being the case. 
The results have been analyzed thoroughly and while there is a large mass flux in the last third of the 
biochar in this case the flux doesn't get large enough to have a real impact until long after the 
combustion gases have lost most of their excess temperature and reached the same temperature as 
the biochar.  

As inconsistent stabilization introduces a error of unknown size , it's important that its kept to a 
minimum. Typically it was set to 0.125 for all 4 physics modules but in some runs it had to be 
increased in spf2 to find convergent solutions. As spf2 doesn't produce the final results the amount 
of inconsistent stabilization used for it doesn't have a impact on the results and the conclusions that 
can be drawn from them. While the inconsistent stabilization of the nitf module does lead to errors 
in the final results they should be very small and the total impact should be negligble. However it is 
possible that the inconsistent stabilization contributes to the numerical errors from the iteration 
process and gives them a bigger impact then what they would have had without ti. 

Method 

Assumptions and Design 

The effect of the gasification of different substances is not included in the model . This is primarily 
because COMSOL has a very hard time handling such a reaction, especially when they influence the 
temperature and velocity profiles. While it probably could be done there is currently not enough 
time or expertise to include this aspect in the model. It could be hypothesized that the gasification 
should lead to a bigger energy outflow than what's currently generated and as such could lead to a 
lower temperature and slower temperature increase in the biomass, especially in the pyrolysis 
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reactor. Furthermore the cooler gases from the start of the process should have a chilling effect on 
the biomass and biochar downstream of the temperature peak. In this respect the numerical errors 
and the simulation errors discussed earlier can actually help produce better results as they have a 
very similar effect to what the gasification should produce. Quantifying how much the mass flux and 
boundary whirls improves the results from this effect is impossible, it's even possible that they 
overcompensate to such a big degree that the results get worse then they would have been without 
it. 

The exclusion of the metal sheets in the actual geometry should only lead to very minor changes in 
the results as all 3 of them (15mm) barely make up 1.5% of the geometries total radius (1060 mm). It 
does carry some discrepancy, especially in the insulation where the total insulation volume, hence its 
mass and contact area against the air, would increase. However all things considered, the total 
energy losses through the outer shell stand for 56 W/m2 while the total energy demand for the 
biomass is nearly 47 kW. As such it's highly unlikely that the assumption has any notable impact on 
the results. 

Looking at the results it's clear that the biomass flow resembles what you would expect from a rolling 
bed motion. While the viscosity of a granular flow normally is dependent on the local volume fraction 
and velocity the behavior it gets is in this aspect mimicked rather than simulated by forcing the 
"fluid" to maintain the shape of a rolling flow while having a high viscosity. The high viscosity ensures 
that almost the entire mass is dragged along in the spin of the pipe rather than just the edges. The 
main issue when it comes to this aspect is rather the no-slip condition at the biomass-gas interface in 
the reactor. The no-slip condition was imposed as a direct results of simulation limitations where the 
model (for unknown reasons) consistently failed to converge by finding square roots of negative 
values at the interface when a slip condition was used. How this condition impacts the energy flows 
remains unknown.  

Modeling the secondary gases as air is a simplification, while the secondary gases from a burner do 
have a different chemical composition then air both types of gases are mostly made up of nitrogen. 
It's possible that the secondary gases should have slightly dif ferent material values however those 
would in turn be dependent on things like air/fuel ratio and modeling a combustion process is not a 
part of this work even if it technically could be. 

As there are no chemical reactions in the simulation there is no issue with having air in contact with 
the biomass. In this case the air takes on the role of a buffer or as a delayed contact between the 
biomass and the secondary gases around the reactors upper half. Normally this role would be held by 
the pyrolysis gases however as the formation of these couldn't be included in the model something 
else had to take their place. Nitrogen is commonly used to remove oxygen and to some degree 
pyrolysis gases from the gas volume. As air is made up of roughly 70% nitrogen it presented an 
simple way to deal with the volume from a simulation standpoint. Theoretically this gas volume could 
also have been moving (as it does in the activation reactor when it is filled with steam) however no 
good approximation for its velocity was found. 

The palm kernel shells entering the reactor would in practice never be completely dry, especially not 
while surrounded with the humid air in Ghana. But once again modeling the transfer of mass from 
one domain to another as a function of temperature and energy flow in COMSOL is out of reach for 
this project. If the moisture would have been included it should have resulted in a slower 
temperature increase up to 100   C followed by the steam having a slightly chilling effect through the 
rest of the reactor. Interestingly enough the simulation error with a cold whirl close to the inlet and 
the mass flux through the biomass once again has a mitigating effect on the outcome of this 
assumption. 

The secondary gas inlet pipe will most likely be heavily insulated on a finished reactor, likewise any 
energy losses in the outlet pipes won't impact the temperature in the reactor. The sides of the 
reactor will also most likely be enclosed by different devices for feeding and receiving the biomaterial 
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and gases. As such only the outer shell should be subjected to any temperature losses of significance 
on a real reactor. 

Calculating the values for the natural convection was done using the SIMULINK model created by 
Thyberg (2014). This makes sense as the model is based on the same reactor geometry with the same 
dimensions even though the execution of his simulations is different. It's possible that there could be 
some discrepancies but the values are within expected levels. COMSOL 4.3b does have a built in 
module to deal with natural convection as a boundary condition however it's not applicable for 
horizontal pipes.  

The assumption that the pyrolysis and activation processes are isothermal is partly a simplification to 
make the energy flows easier to handle in COMSOL and partly accurate. It's currently praxis to 
assume that they are isothermal when dealing with these reactions partly as they are very complex 
but also because any endo- or exothermal variance would be low compared with other energy flows. 

Looking at figure 5 its clear that the biomass has very uniform radial temperature profile. The even 
temperature profile is expected as it's one of the main goals with using a rotary kiln with a rolling bed 
for the process. 

Modeling the fluid flows in the reactor using laminar CFD modules is a correct approach for the 
slower flows like the biomass and steam, however the secondary gas flows should be highly 
turbulent as it is gas that flows at speeds at around 10-20m/s in thin volumes (especially the gas slit). 
How big the impact of this decision is can be almost impossible to determine without also modeling 
the flows as turbulent. While COMSOL 4.3b does have a turbulent CFD module for non-isothermal 
flows it consistently failed to deliver a convergent solution in initial tests due to the complex 
geometry, as such the laminar flow modules where the only remaining option. 

Over all due to the amount of simplifications (some where the impact remains unknown) the results 
from this work should not be seen as a absolute or final simulation that a reactor can be built after 
but rather as general guidelines for future work while considering different design and operation 
parameters.  

Simulation Setup 

                                                               C as biochar the biochar ent        
                          C. This discrepancy comes partly from the uncertainty in the exit 
temperature from the pyrolysis reactor and partly because the biochar is expected to cool down a bit 
as its transported between the reactors. Most likely the transport would be done with some sort of 
transport screw. Unless its properly insulated the temperature decrease could be even bigger. 

Adjusting the inflow temperature of the secondary gas while keeping its inlet velocity constant 
means that the mass flow changes. As the mass flow is dependent on the density, cross section area 
and velocity in the inlet pipe a higher temperature at a constant velocity leads to a lower mass flow 
at the density is decreased. The impact of this setup is that impact of the  temperature change is 
underestimated. There are two effects from this impact. Most noticeably it further empathizes the 
efficiency gains that can be made by increasing the temperature. If the mass flow where to be kept 
constant the temperature profile would be even higher and more stable than currently shown in the 
results for increased temperatures. On the other hand a constant secondary gas mass flow would 
also lead to less stability for the results of decreased temperatures. It also means that for the cases 
where the temperature is raised the mass flux in the biomass and biochar helps to improve the 
quality of the results somewhat by stabilizing the temperature. However the opposite is also true, as 
the temperature is decreased the mass flux leads to an overestimation of the stability gain. Keeping 
the temperature constant and varying the inflow velocity does not produce a similar effect. This 
effect could be removed by setting up the secondary gas inlet with a mass inflow condition instead of 
a velocity condition however mass inflows are more complicated to calculate and it would greatly 
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increase the probability of divergence in the simulations. A change in inflow velocity at a constant 
temperature directly correlates to a equal change in mass flow.   

Further Work 

Moving forward there are several subjects that need to be studied further. The impact of the 
gasification process on the biomass and biochar temperature profile needs to be evaluated. As things 
like gasification are very difficult and time consuming to calculate in COMSOL some other type of 
numerical model would be preferable. COMSOL and similar softwares handle mass and temperature 
flows very well making them preferable in that aspect. In addition, tests must be done to find how 
big the steam flow in the activation reactor should be as it has a big impact on the biochar 
temperature. 

Practical experiments should take place to find better fluid approximations for granular flows in 
rolling beds. While it is already possible to simulate granular flows in COMSOL the physics module for 
them is very limited and calculation heavy making it unpractical to work with. 

The importance of having finding a high grade temperature resistant steel and investigating how it 
will handle the temperature, load and rotation in the reactor was discussed earli er and is something 
that needs to be done. If a low grade steel is used chances are that the central pipe forming the 
reactors core will deform during operation, possibly even enough to destroy the reactor. 

When all of the above is done a new simulation model should be developed to further deepen the 
understanding for the process and obtain useful operation predictions when it comes to mass flows 
and temperatures. While the model in this thesis is good enough to show the principles of the 
reactors as in how they work, why they work and what they can do the theoretical foundation is not 
strong enough to get data that can be used for dimensioning things like burners. There is a lot of 
work to do around the actual physical setup of the reactors, not only in construction and installation 
but also when it comes to the equipment that will be needed around them. Things like pipes, pumps, 
transport screws, valves, compressors and electrical components must all be dimensioned. In 
addition all measurements of the reactors must be given relevant tolerance factors. While a 
construction error of a few millimeters on the central pipe radius won't have a big impact a equal 
error in the height difference between the biomass inlet and outlet could be detrimental. 

And finally a economical analysis of the reactors, their location and their support equipment must be 
carried out to ensure that their operation can be profitable.  
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Conclusions 

The temperature profiles clearly show that the biomass and biochar can be heated in a controlled 
manner and then kept at an acceptable temperature through the duration of the pyrolysis and 
activation processes. By controlling the amount of secondary gases that flow to each outlet and the 
total amount of gases as well as their temperature, the temperature profile of the biomass and 
biochar can be fine tuned to a multitude of desired characteristics. 

Even though the reactors work like they were supposed to do in the original design the geometry 
analysis shows that there is still room for improvement. The biggest improvement would come from 
having the main outlet pipe in the pyrolysis reactor face downwards rather than upwards. This 
change increases the amount of secondary gas that flow close to the biomass while it's being heated 
which in turn leads to a more efficient energy transfer. As the heating processes becomes more 
efficient the gas flow can be decreased. 

The amount of insulation used for the reactors is primarily a economic question however using at 
least 250 mm of insulation is recommended. 
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